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DEVELOPMENT OF A MATHEMATICAL 
MODEL OF SCRAMBLER-TYPE SPEECH-LIKE 
INTERFERENCE GENERATOR FOR SYSTEM 
OF PREVENT SPEECH INFORMATION FROM 
LEAKING VIA ACOUSTIC AND VIBRATION 
CHANNELS

Захист мовної інформації відноситься до основних задач інформаційної безпеки і є ознакою відпові-
дального відношення організації (фірми) як до своїх інформаційних ресурсів, так і поваги до партнерів. 
Об’єктом дослідження є процеси захисту мовної інформації від витоку акустичними та вібраційними тех-
нічними каналами на об’єктах інформаційної діяльності. Виключною рисою таких об’єктів є циркуляція, 
обробка та обговорення питань, що містять інформацію обмеженого доступу, в тому числі й державну 
таємницю. Особливістю України є вимога про застосування на таких об’єктах виключно технічних засобів, 
що пройшли відповідну сертифікацію. 

Основою системи постановки активної шумової завади є генератор шуму. При цьому, одним з найбільш про-
блемних питань є те, що в Україні дозволені до використання тільки генератори шумової завади типу «білий» 
шум та його клони. Системи мають ряд значних недоліків – низький рівень захищеності перехоплених мовних 
сигналів від фільтрації шуму (завади), значний рівень шуму в приміщеннях, які підлягають захисту, та інші.

Запропоновано структурну схему генератора завади. А також розроблено та досліджено в середовищі 
Matlab її математичну модель. В ході дослідження проведено порівняльний аналіз вхідних та синтезованих 
генератором сигналів, досліджені їх тимчасові та спектральні характеристики. Отримані результати 
свідчать про високу ефективність запропонованого методу захисту мовної інформації. Це пов’язано з тим, 
що метод формування мовоподібної завади має ряд особливостей, які забезпечують значний деструктив-
ний вплив на мовну інформацію, а саме використання моделі комбінованого скремблера з тимчасовими та 
частотними перетвореннями. Метод враховує використання динамічних ключів, для систем кодування, 
та підключення сторонніх джерел мовних сигналів, а також закільцьовування (змішування вхідного та 
вихідного сигналів) на вході блоку скремблювання. Таке рішення унеможливлює ре-інжиніринг.

Отримані результати підтверджені дослідженням експериментального зразка. Проведено порівняння 
деструктивного впливу типових шумових завад («білий» шум та його клони) і шумової завади, створеної 
запропонованим методом, за критерієм залишкова словесна розбірливість мови диктора. Дослідження по-
казали, що, за умови забезпечення не більше 10 % рівня залишкової розбірливості, рівень гучності вихідного 
сигналу генератора шумової завади можна знизити майже на 6 дБА.

Ключові  слова: генератор мовоподібної завади скремблерного типу, захист мовної інформації, інфор-
маційна безпека.
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1.  Introduction

Protection of speech information from leakage by acoustic 
and vibration channels in Ukraine occurs in accordance 
with legislative [1–3] and regulatory documents and in-
cludes three groups of measures:

– organizational;
– organizational and technical;
– technical.
An analysis of the requirements [4–6] shows that the 

best information protection indicators for speech informa-
tion are integrated information protection systems (IIPS), 

which are built on the basis of systems for setting active 
vibration and acoustic noise (SSAVAN). According to [7, 8], 
Ukraine has passed certification and is allowed for use at 
the information activity facilities (IAF) separately and as 
part of the IIPS, there are seven types of SSAVAN systems:

1) technical protection complex of the MARS-TPC 
facility (noise signal generators MARS-TPC-4-2 manu-
factured in Ukraine);

2) vibration and acoustic information protection com-
plex «SKELIA-2» manufactured in Ukraine;

3) active information protection complex «RIAS-AP» 
(devices «RIAS-2C», «RIAS-2M» manufactured in Ukraine);
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4) active information protection complex «Topaz-4» 
(acoustic noise generator «Topaz ANG-4» manufactured 
in Ukraine);

5) active information protection complex «Basalt-4» 
(protection device «Basalt-4GA» manufactured in Ukraine);

6) Audio information protection system «Druid»  
(DNG-2300 digital noise generator made in Germany);

7) information vibration-acoustic information protec-
tion device «OTsZI-VA» manufactured in Ukraine.

As well as a specialized mobile facility – Mobile sound-
proof phone booth «MTB-01» manufactured in Ukraine.

The main technical characteristics of such systems in-
clude the number of output channels (usually 1 or 2) and 
the initial electrical power or the permissible number of 
typical emitters per channel (from 8 to 24 pcs.). In all 
systems, «white» noise generators (or its clones) are used 
as a noise generator.

However, as analysis [9–11] shows, the use of «white» 
noise and its clones has a significant drawback – the use 
of modern systems for digital processing of phonograms 
can significantly reduce the level of noise interference in 
the phonogram. And in [12–14] methods of digital pro-
cessing of digital phonograms, including wavelet transform 
and correlation analysis, are presented. The informational 
composition of the intercepted message is substantially re-
stored by the use by an attacker of multi-point «removal» 
of information from structural elements [15, 16] – this 
is possible, since several emitters connected to the same 
channel are used in SSAVAN. This situation discredits 
IIPS, however, at present in Ukraine there are no methods 
and technologies that would satisfy modern requirements 
for the protection of speech information. A mandatory 
requirement for SSAVAN is their resistance to modern 
and advanced methods of digital processing of phonograms 
in order to filter and restore intercepted voice messages.

Thus, there is an urgent need to develop an improved 
method for generating an interference noise signal for 
SSAVAN. The method should be integrated into the struc-
ture and operating principles of existing IIPS and be able 
to take into account modern and promising methods of 
digital processing of phonograms.

Thus, the development of a method for generating 
acoustic and vibrational interference, which creates a sig-
nificant destructive effect on the speech signal and is 
resistant to filtering by modern methods and means of 
digital processing of phonograms, is relevant.

2.   The object of research   
and its technological audit

The object of research is the process of protecting 
speech information from leakage by acoustic and vibrational 
technical channels at the objects of information activity.  
A feature of such objects is the circulation, processing 
and discussion of issues containing information of limited 
access, including state secrets.

To date, methods and technical tools have been created 
designed to ensure the protection of speech information 
in specially designated rooms – meeting rooms, offices of 
responsible employees, middle and senior managers and more.

In Ukraine and the world, technologies are used in 
which the protection of speech information is provided by 
passive means (sound insulation, sound absorption, etc.) 
and systems for setting active noise interference. At the 

same time, for objects processing information containing 
state secrets, the use of active speech information protec-
tion systems is mandatory. A peculiarity of Ukraine is 
the requirement to use exclusively technical means that 
have passed the relevant certification at such facilities.

The basis of the active noise jamming system is a noise 
generator. One of the most problematic places is that in 
Ukraine only noise interference generators of the «white» 
noise type and its clones are allowed to be used. The 
systems have a number of significant drawbacks – a low 
protection level of intercepted speech signals from noise 
filtering (interference), a significant noise level in pro-
tected rooms, and others.

Currently, protection methods and technologies based 
on the use of speech-like noises created from the language 
of speakers and/or manipulations with it have been de-
veloped. The most widely used methods are «language 
choir» («crowd noise») and frequency-time conversions 
(frequency and temporal reverberation). Such methods 
have a significantly higher level of destructive effects on 
the protected signal. However, one of the most problematic 
places is methodology (digital processing of the phono-
gram of the intercepted signal allows to restore (filter) 
a dangerous signal) and low resistance to re-engineering 
(«splitting» the crowd into separate speakers).

3.  The aim and objectives of research 

The aim of this research is improvement of the method 
of generating a noise signal for systems for setting active 
vibration and acoustic noise.

To achieve the aim, the following objectives are set:
1. To develop a generalized diagram of a scrambler-

type speech-like signal generator.
2. To develop and research a simplified mathematical 

model of a speech-like signal generator.
3. To carry out the verification procedure of the results 

of mathematical modeling of a simplified mathematical 
model of a speech-like signal generator.

4.   Research of existing solutions   
of the problem

The main advantages of «white» noise and its clones 
over other types of noise are their spectral density and 
ease of implementation. This led to their widespread use 
in all active jamming systems. However, the development 
of methods for filtering and restoring information messages 
led, first in radio-telecommunication systems, and then 
in other areas related to the transmission of information 
messages, to the failure of «white» noise.

Other types of noise that are currently being consi-
dered as a substitute for white noise and its clones are 
speech-like noises:

– created on the basis of the speaker’s speech, which 
is currently in the controlled area;
– created on independent of the speaker, is currently 
in the controlled area, speech signals.
The use of speech-like noise as the basis for creating 

speech information protection systems is based on work that 
was carried out in the middle of the twentieth century. So, 
in [17], the possibility of using specialized acoustic signals 
to protect information messages in transmission lines and 
at the boundaries of the controlled area is substantiated.
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The use of acoustic noise in the form of periodic and 
non-periodic meanders in systems to counteract the in-
terception of information messages in open telecommu-
nication lines is considered in [18]. The paper analyzes 
the influence of such interference on the intelligibility of  
a speech signal for various signal/noise ratios.

In [19], the influence of the switching frequency of 
the acoustic signal and noise interference is considered. 
Studies of combined signals with different intensities, 
time and spectral compositions are carried out. The 
useful signal and the interference signal (noise) are sup-
plied in various combinations and with different signal to  
noise ratios.

The results of studies conducted by Beranek & New-
man from 1948 to 1953 are published in [20, 21]. Their 
main achievement is the idea of using specialized acoustic 
noise and systems (devices) to protect speech information 
in telecommunication networks and at dedicated facili-
ties. The direction of the «Acoustic Interference Control 
System» is formed.

Further studies of the influence of various types of 
noise on the protection level of speech information within 
the controlled zone are divided into several areas that 
examined individual exposure parameters. These areas  
include:

– research of pseudorandom sequences with specified 
parameters of resistance to re-engineering for genera-
tors of «white» noise;
– research of the influence of frequency reverberation 
the possibility of restoring speech information [22–24];
– research of the possibility of distinguishing a «spe-
cific» speaker from a conversation, with the simultane-
ous language of two or more speakers [25, 26];
– development of methods for identifying signs of 
a speech signal in folding noise phonograms [27, 28].
One of the leading studies of our time is the develop-

ment of methods for recovering speech information in 
the presence of noise. The most widely used method is 
based on MFCC coefficients (Mel-frequency cepstral coef-
ficients). It is used both as a research tool and as a ba-
sic method for verifying the proposed methods and the 
obtained results. So, in [22] the influence of reverbera-
tion and noise in the conditions of a «cramped» room 
is considered. It is shown that under certain conditions 
(the relative position of the signal source and the inter-
ference source, signal ratio, etc.) proposed in [22], the 
binaural system shows significantly better results with 
respect to the conventional recognition system based 
on MFCC coefficients (Mel-frequency cepstral coeffi-
cients). It is shown in the work that the main interval 
for using the binaural system and MFCC coefficients 
proposed by the authors is the signal-to-noise ratio with  
SNR > 0 dBA. Thus, it is unlikely to recover signals that 
have been destructively affected by acoustic noise using 
these methods.

Further development of the research of the possibi-
lity of restoring speech information is obtained in [23]. 
The paper proposes the use of the method of weighing 
the coefficient TFR (Term Frequency representation) of 
the language using auditory tendency for noise-protective 
ASR (Automatic Speech Recognition). The combination of  
a multi-threaded system using the used method and 
a single-threaded system using the technology of spectral 
masking EBM (Estimated Binary Mask) proposed further 

reduced WER (Word Error Rate). However, the system 
remained vulnerable to noise interference with SNR < 0 dBA.

In [24], the features of using synthesized noises to 
form an interference signal are considered. The method of 
frequency reverberation proposed in the work shows quite 
good results in terms of the level of destructive effect 
on the test signal. However, the spectrogram presented 
in the work (Fig. 6 in [24]) quite clearly demonstrates 
the disadvantages of this method – the presence of sig-
nal repeatability (reverberation) in the frequency range. 
Complications of the interference generation algorithm by 
the indicated technique are easily leveled using a neural 
network in the filtering system.

Representatives of the next area of works are [25, 26].
In [25], it is proposed using the probabilistic method to 

track the perceived step for potentially aperiodic sounds, 
as well as track pitch from several simultaneous sources. 
Moreover, the use of an invariant shift of the representa-
tion in the region of constant Q allows to simulate the 
adopted step changes as vertical shifts of the spectra. This 
allows to track these changes in sounds with an arbitrary 
spectral profile.

However, the method proposed in [25] does not allow 
recognition of reverberation signals, which can become  
a source of significant noise interference.

In [26], Google’s laboratory research on speaker re-
cognition (or speaker) against the background of other 
people’s conversation or significant noise interference crea ted 
by the room’s sounding system is presented. The tech-
nique proposed in [26] separates the speaker’s voice from 
the signals of several speakers using the reference signal 
from the speaker’s voice. This is achieved by training two 
separate neural networks:

– 1st network – speaker recognition, forms culturally 
discriminatory vectors of word representation;
– 2nd network – masking spectrograms, creates a mask 
based on the received speech signal of the speaker and 
noise interference.
This approach makes it possible to increase the speaker’s 

speech highlighting level – the WER coefficient decreases 
from 55.9 % to 23.4 % for cases with two speakers (speaker 
and speaker of the speaker system).

The disadvantages of this method include a rather 
complex algorithm for training neural networks, which 
requires the presence of «pure» speaker speech at the initial 
stage. Also, the signal-to-noise ratio, at which the results 
are obtained, is not indicated in the work.

To recognize a speech signal against the background 
of acoustic noise, methods of energy control are also used 
based on the entropy of the signal spectrum [27]. The 
studies are carried out for various signals and interfe-
rence (signals are selected from the TIDigits database, 
and noise was selected from Noisex) and at significant 
levels of noise interference (–10 dBA < SNR < 10 dBA). 
The work shows that the use of the entropy of the sig-
nal spectrum to identify signs of a speech signal is more 
effective. At the same time, it should be noted that in 
the used Noisex noise signal base there are no incoming 
speech-like signals based on the speaker’s speech, including 
from the TIDigits database. An analysis of the mathemati-
cal dependences used in [27] shows the impossibility of 
recognizing a speech signal by the indicated methods – 
energy control and based on the entropy of the signal  
spectrum.
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In [28], the results of studies of the possibility of 
detecting signs of a speech signal using the ZCR (Zero 
Crossing Rate) and STE (Short Time Energy) methods are  
presented. The results shows that both methods provide 
sufficient accuracy for the detection of a speech signal with 
SNR > 0 dBA. However, with SNR ≤ 0 dBA, both methods 
lose their effectiveness.

Thus, the analysis results allow to conclude that modern 
methods of digital processing of phonograms are able to 
filter and restore the speech signal, which has suffered 
a destructive effect. The use of neural networks makes 
it possible to identify signs of a speech signal in a noisy 
phonogram. This allows to filter the «white» noise and 
its clones, remove reverberation-type noise, and even dis-
tinguish the speaker from a conversation in which two 
or more people participate.

5.  Methods of research

5.1.  Generalized  diagram  of  a  speech-like  signal  gene-
rator. The main idea of the generator is to use a combined 
method of generating an interference signal. To increase its 
com plexity during the formation process, two additional 
types of external signals are used – phonograms of nar-
ration text that are in the device’s additional memory, 
and signals from a multi-channel receiver built into the 
generator. A generalized diagram of the device is shown 
in Fig. 1.

 

Fig. 1. Generalized structural diagram of a generator of a speech-like 
interference signal of scrambler-type for counteraction systems of leakage 

of speech information by acoustic and vibration channels

In general, the method of generating an interference 
signal in the «Mixing» block is described by the expression:
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i and m – the number and amount of tone frequencies 
in the 1/3-octave bands (determined by the FFT equa-
tion (fast Fourier transform)); a j  – j-th element of the 
bit array 



a rnd
n

= ( )0 1, ,  which is a random bit sequence  
of n elements (encoding of direct/inverse movement of the 
bands is provided); bj  – j-th element of the bit array 


b rnd= ( )0 1... , which is a random sequence with n ele-
ments; y and kt  – the number and amount of time blocks 
into which the window of the signal processing period 
is divided (defined as a random number k rndt = +8 8( )); 
x and ht  – the number and amount of time bands into 
which the temporary signal processing unit is divided 
(defined as a random number h rndt = +3 8( ));  cy  – y-th 
element of the bit array 



c rnd
kt

= ( )0 1, , which is a random bit  
sequence of kt  elements (encoding of direct/inverse move-
ment of time bands is provided); dty

 – the y-th element 
of the array 



d rnd kt t= ( )1... , which is a random sequence 
of kt  elements.

When coding an interfering signal, its processing period 
T is determined according to dependence:

T k h rnd vart t= ⋅ ⋅ + ⋅ ( )  =0 05 0 01 10. . .

5.2.  Speech-like signal generator model. The generator is 
simulated in the Matlab 15 R2015a/Simulink environment. 
When modeling, the simplified structure of the device 
is used – external sources of speech signals (multichan-
nel receiver and flash memory) are not used. This allows 
to explore the capabilities of the block «Scrambling» at 
minimum modes of resistance to re-engineering.

Fig. 2 shows the mathematical model of the generator.
For the test signal, the short phrase «Brought the 

ship on the landing path» is used. To obtain a continuous 
signal, the phonogram is looped to playback.

Fig. 3 shows temporary, and Fig. 4 – frequency oscil-
lograms.

The main parameters of the scrambling block, which 
are adopted unchanged to simplify the analysis of the 
simulation results, are the size of the window of tempo-
rary permutations – 0.52 ms, the number of bands for 
frequency scrambling – 16.
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An analysis of the results shows that:
1. The input test signal meets the requirements of 

simple continuous speech:
– the length of the test signal is approximately 2 s 
(Fig. 3, a);
– the interval during the repetition of the test signal 
is 0.2 s (Fig. 3, a);
– the number of repetitions of the test signal – more 
than 5 times (Fig. 3, a);
– the main linguistic parameters of phonemes (fun-
damental frequency F0 and the main formants F1, F2 

and F3) are clearly defined (Fig. 4, a) and are in the 
range from 200 Hz to 1000 Hz;
– the frequency range that the signal occupies (from 
20 Hz to 5600 Hz) is typical of phonograms processed 
on a personal computer, without the use of additional 
hardware and software devices.
2. The output signal is shifted with respect to the 

input signal by 0.75 s, which is due to the features of 
the «Permutation in time domain» block (Fig. 2) and the 
dimensions of the window of temporary permutations adop-
ted for modeling.

Fig. 2. Scrambler-type speech-like interference signal generator model
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Fig. 3. Timing diagram: a – input test signal (Time Sign In); b – output signal (Time Sign Out)

Fig. 4. Spectrograms: a – input test signal (Time Sign In); b – output signal (Time Sign Out)
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3. «Process stabilization» of the device to the operating 
mode, according to Fig. 3, b, it is 4 s – it is impossible  
to single out individual words and phonemes in the out-
put signal.

4. Analysis of the spectrogram of the output signal 
(Fig. 4, b) shows:

– the impossibility of highlighting the main linguistic 
parameters of phonemes;
– the range of the frequency spectrum of the signal 
expanded to 10 kHz;
– in the spectrum of the output signal there are three 
groups of maxima located over an interval of about 
2.5...2.6 kHz, however, they are not correlated with each 
other and the spectrum of the test signal with either  
a set of frequency components or characteristic features.

6.  Research results

6.1.  Verification  of  the  research  results  of  a  mathe-
matical  model  of  a  scrambler-like  speech-like  interference 
signal  generator. To confirm the research results of the 
mathematical model of the movable signal generator,  
a prototype device is developed – the real speech-like 
interference generator OSSA-1, developed in the laboratory 
of technical information protection systems of the National 
University of Shipbuilding (Mykolaiv, Ukraine) [29]. The 
research results, taking into account the requirements for 
the protection level of speech information depending on 
the category of the zone, are shown in Fig. 5.

.

.

.

.

.

Fig. 5. The dependence of speech intelligibility W on the integral  
signal-to-noise ratio q : 1 – «white» noise; 2 – «pink» noise; 3 – «brown» 
noise; 4 – «speech-like» noise; 5 – real speech-like interference formed  

by the OSSA-1 generator; VHSS – Very high speech protection

When specifying protection zones in Fig. 5 «white» noise 
is taken as a basis (line 1). Graphs of the dependence of 
speech intelligibility W on the integral signal-to-noise ratio q  
for «white», «pink», «brown» and «speech-like» noises 
are determined experimentally and compared with [30] –  
the deviation of the obtained values is less than 3 %. 
When conducting research, the articulation method is used. 
The setup scheme and research methodology are described 
in more detail in [29].

Studies have shown a higher interference efficiency 
generated by the OCCA11 generator compared to con-

ventional methods of generating acoustic noise based on 
«white» noise and its clones [5]. According to Fig. 5, the 
OSSA-1 generator synthesizes noise interference (with 
SNR ≤ –8 dBA), the influence of which is sufficient to 
fulfill the requirements for preventing leakage of speech 
information from a zone of VHSS category.

6.2.  Discussion of the research results of a mathematical 
model  of  a  speech-like  scrambler-type  interference  signal 
generator. The paper proposes a new approach to the 
formation of an interference signal for systems for set-
ting active acoustic and vibrational noise – the use of 
scrambler principles. Despite the fact that the devices 
themselves (scramblers) are quite common at one time and 
are widely used in telecommunication networks, their use 
as interference generators is not recorded in the literature.

The proposed scheme and its mathematical model make 
it possible to determine several particularly significant 
parameters:

1. The time the system is ready to work, after turning 
on or a long pause in the conversation (in the simplest ver-
sion, which is taken as a basis when creating the model), is 
4 s. Thus, it is necessary to take into account the initial 
stage of the system entering the operating mode and limit 
the subject of communication to general topics.

2. As can be seen from Fig. 5, when using the proposed 
method for protecting speech information in the zone with 
the category «Standard speech private», its effectiveness 
compared to conventional devices is significant. Significant 
advantages in the protection level of speech information 
from leakage by acoustic and vibration channels, the pro-
posed method for the synthesis of interference provides 
with SNR ≤ –8 dBA. This is 6...10 dBA less than the level 
of interference that noise generators must create using 
standard methods («white» noise and its clones).

7.  SWOT analysis of research results

Strengths. Studies of the mathematical model carry 
out in the Matlab 15 R2015a/Simulink environment and 
their verification on a prototype shows a high level of 
destructive influence of the proposed method for gene-
rating noise interference. Generators of this type at the 
objects of information activity will provide:

– increasing the protection level of speech informa-
tion from leakage by acoustic and vibration channels  
due to increased resistance to modern filtering me-
thods (wavelet transform, correlation and spectral ana-
lyzes, etc.);
– reducing the level of acoustic and vibrational noise 
in a controlled room, which is created by the system 
of setting active interference by 6...10 dBA, which sig-
nificantly improves working conditions;
– reduction of the unmasking level of the object by 
reducing the volume of the noise interference and the 
use of the «language choir» method – for an outside 
observer, the signal is intercepted that meets the cri-
teria of an «open» public event;
– modernization of existing IIPS does not require 
significant material costs – it is necessary to replace 
only the interference generator.
Weaknesses. Implementation of a scrambler-type of 

speech-like interference signal generator for counteract-
ing speech information leakage by acoustic and vibration 
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channels in accordance with the structure shown in Fig. 1 
requires significant material costs. Tentatively, the cost 
of the generator will be 30...40 % more than the typical 
(for those indicated in section 1). However, this drawback 
is fully compensated by the increased protection level.

Opportunities. The problem of protecting speech in-
formation from leakage through technical acoustic and 
vibration channels and its unauthorized interception by 
an attacker is promising for all countries of the world. 
Thus, the proposed methodology is the subject of research 
in all leading countries, and the results are classified as 
«know how».

Threats. Possible threats that after some time the product 
developers will have to confront with the proposed method 
of jamming are new methods of mathematical processing 
of digital phonograms implemented on neural networks 
(artificial intelligence). The use of such systems can lead 
to unwanted allocation of a dangerous signal (speaker’s 
speech) against the background of noise interference.

The system is able to counteract this threat by taking 
into account the principles of distinguishing the language 
of a separate speaker from the language choir – such an 
upgrade is provided for in the device diagram.

8.  Conclusions

1. A mathematical model of a speech-like signal ge-
nerator is proposed, in which for the first time the com-
bined method of analog coding (scrambling) of a speaker’s 
speech and third-party sources of speech signals is used 
for systems for setting active vibration and acoustic noise. 
This makes it possible to clarify the generalized block 
diagram of the scrambler-type generator of a speech-like 
interference signal and synthesize analytical dependences 
for the mathematical apparatus of the model.

The model uses the principle of cumulative ringing 
of the signal stream (mixing of the input and output 
signals) and the use of frequency-band and time-band 
permutations (scrambling), which significantly complicates 
the re-engineering of the output signal.

The proposed analytical dependencies provide for the 
use of dynamic keys for coding systems in the block of 
scrambling and connecting third-party sources of speech 
signals. It is proposed to use a set of phonograms (on 
removable flash media) and on-line signals from radio air 
as extraneous signals. This significantly complicates the 
reengineering procedure.

2. A simplified mathematical model of a speech-like 
signal generator was developed and researched in Matlab 15 
R2015a/Simulink. Studies have shown the high efficiency 
of the proposed method of forming acoustic noise. It was 
established that the system has a certain delay when it 
enters the «operating mode». The delay was 4 s.

The simplified mathematical model does not include 
third-party speech sources and uses static keys of the coding  
system parameters. This allows to explore the most vulner-
able version of the device. Moreover, the level of destruc-
tive influence according to the analysis of temporal and 
spectral characteristics satisfied the requirements.

3. To verify the reliability of the results of mathematical 
modeling, laboratory studies of the prototype device –  
OSSA-1 generator of real speech-like interference – are 
developed in the laboratory of technical information pro-
tection systems of the National University of Shipbuilding 

(Mykolaiv, Ukraine). Studies are carried out by articula-
tion method. The dependence of speech intelligibility W 
on the integral signal-to-noise ratio q is established. The 
results of exposure to typical noise interference («white» 
noise and its clones) and noise interference created by the 
generator are compared. The research results show that 
for the protection of speech information in the zone with 
the category «Standard speech private» its effectiveness 
is not worse than conventional devices. However, for the 
zone with the category «High speech protection» the ef-
ficiency has already amounted to 6...10 dBA. This ensures 
a reduction in the level of acoustic and vibrational noise 
background in the controlled room, which is created by 
the active jamming system, to 10 dBA, which significantly 
improves working conditions.
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